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Semi-visible jets @ the LHC
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Leptons-enriched Semi-visible jets (SVJℓ) 

Exploiting the experimental handle of leptons in a SVJ-like signature

SIGNATURE

MET ALIGNED WITH HADRONIC JETS

+

NON-ISOLATED LEPTONS PAIRS FROM 
DM BOUND STATES DECAYS
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Current work on SVJℓ: resonant search
Prompt leptonic decays  of dark matter (DM) bound states allowed by lower mass mediator 

arXiv:2206.03909

C. Cazzaniga and A. de Cosa

Search for higher mass mediator (Z’) in di-jet MT and low mass resonances (HV states) in the 
mass spectrum of non-isolated electrons/muons

Fit to di-jet MT
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.03909


Extending SVJℓ study: non-resonant production

BASELINE

Include non-resonant dark quarks production: bi-fundamental mediators (experimentally 
challenging but weak constraints) 

X
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Extending SVJℓ study: non-resonant decays

Include non-resonant decays: tau leptons  → potentially non-isolated soft leptons  
Decays to 1 or more pions inside the jets (what is the impact on energy fractions and JSS? )    

BASELINE
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Non-resonant model: DM production

MODEL

LEGEND

n = dark quark fields

XD = scalar mediator n-Di

- Particle content

Di = SM quark fields
Ei = SM leptons fields

- Mediators

XE = scalar mediator n-Ei

Different dark
quarks production mechanisms

 in p p collisions

1. Dark quarks pair production (t-channel)

2.     Associated production (X + n)

3.     Mediators pair production 

(*) Couplings with index dependent on the SM generation
7(**) Couplings also with up quarks



Production mechanisms 

MODEL

Dark quarks pair production Associated production Mediators pairs production 

Good benchmark to study SVJτ : only 2 semi-visible jets 8



Non-resonant model: DM decays 

MODEL

LEGEND

n = dark quark fields

XD = scalar mediator n-Di

- Particle content

Di = SM quark fields
Ei = SM leptons fields

- Mediators

XE = scalar mediator n-Ei

Bound states decays to
leptons

Dark quarks production 
   + 

Unstable bound states 
decays to SM quarks

  =
Semi-visible jets
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Further possibilities: resonant production with 
non-resonant DM decays

ADDINGS
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GAUGE SYMMETRY GROUP

(*) Anomaly free model

α free parameter [0,1] allowing to vary branching to 
quarks and taus 

Not investigated in this study

Dark quarks changed under this gauge group



HV spectrum & DM decays 
SIMULATIONS

SIMPLE Nf = 2 HV SPECTRUM
(mass degenerate dark quarks)  

100% decay to pions

DM CHIRAL EFT

Mainly decays to heavy final states
(*) Large flexibility of the model in setting the coupling and mediators 11



Invisible fraction a la Cohen 
SIMULATIONS

Number of invisible DM states implemented as a branching ratio

Captures variations in number of flavours and dark quark mass splitting (Lund model) 12



Signal model parameterization 
SIMULATIONS

X

With this settings: mainly decays to charm quarks and tau leptons 

* vector meson masses (lattice QCD fits) [arXiv:2203.09503]
** Assumed SU’(3) and Nf = 2
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MC samples 
SIMULATIONS

Signal samples
(rinv = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 )

MG5 (ME) + PY8 + DELPHES3

Hard QCD (u/d) X 50k

Hard QCD (charm) X 50 K

Hard QCD (b) X 50 K

Hard QCD (g) X 50 K

Background samples : DiJet QCD

X 20 k 

X

PY8 + DELPHES3

pTHat : 200 GeV

Samples List

(*) All jets considered are AK8 with at least 200 GeV pT for clustering 14



SVJ basic kinematics
DISTRIBUTIONS

A
U

A
U

Event level Jet level

A
U

A
U

Impact of neutrinos from τ decays

invisible fraction impact

Impact when increasing invisible fraction: deplete jets, add pTmiss  & transition to WIMP-like signature

1 jet not reconstructed
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Tau leptons 
DISTRIBUTIONS

A
U

A
U

DM → τ τ (event level) 

Jet level

(*) All QCD samples merged (black line) 

pT spectrum : relatively soft pT spectrum for usual HPS CMS 
algo (ref. arXiv:1809.02816v3, RECOMM. pT(τ,cand) > 20 GeV)  
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Leptons alignment with MET and Jet axis
DISTRIBUTIONS

Leptons produced from DM → τ τ  decays expected to be aligned with MET and Jet axis 
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Electrons pT spectrum, multiplicity and IPT

DISTRIBUTIONS

Large multiplicity of prompt electrons, soft pT spectrum 
comparable to light/gluon QCD
 

A
U A
U A
U

(*) All Particle Flow candidates without isolation cut 

(event level)
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Muons pT spectrum, multiplicity and IPT

DISTRIBUTIONS

Large multiplicity of prompt muons, soft pT spectrum comparable 
to light/gluon QCD
 

A
U

A
U

A
U

(*) All Particle Flow candidates without isolation cut 

(event level)
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Leptons at jet level

DISTRIBUTIONS

Not evident larger multiplicity of leptons per each jet compared to background, mean pT spectrum not evident discrimination 
wrt QCD
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e/μ multiplicities and standard isolation 
DISTRIBUTIONS

Standard isolation cut removes large part of the leptons: expected low signal efficiency (rejection ~ 
70% for rinv = 0.3, decreases with larger invisible fractions) 

 

A
U

A
U

A
U

A
U

A
U

A
U

A
U

A
U
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e/μ standard isolation 
DISTRIBUTIONS

Standard isolation point of view: signal and QCD show very similar behaviour → large number of non-isolated leptons (same shapes)

Standard isolation A
U

A
U
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beyond standard isolation …
DISTRIBUTIONS

mini-isolation 

inter-isolation 

Using pT information and selecting only leptons inside the cone: can capture 
some differences → is there a lepton substructure ?

Only sum over leptons 

A
U A

U
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Looking at photons inside SVJτ 
DISTRIBUTIONS

Expected differences in number of photons inside the signal jets from neutral pions decays
BUT … important impact of rinv

 

A
U

A
U A
U

A
U
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Looking at pT fractions in SVJτ  
DISTRIBUTIONS

Low fraction of pT brought by final state leptons: considerable fraction brought by charged pions
& photons
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Tracks: multiplicities and IPt 
DISTRIBUTIONS

Lower multiplicity of tracks (for semi-visible jets depending on rinv)  and IP parameters discriminative wrt QCD (u/d/g) 26



Jet substructure overview 
DISTRIBUTIONS

Generalized angularities EFPs (and ECFs)

(1408.3122v)

(arXiv:1712.07124)

(*) only IRC safe angularities for k = 1 27

https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.07124


pt profiles of leading jet
DISTRIBUTIONS

28
QCD bkg r_inv = 0.0 r_inv = 0.3 r_inv = 0.7

e and mu only all constituents



Jet substructure: angularities 
DISTRIBUTIONS

For non-zero rinv values (semi-visible jets):  angularities very similar to hard QCD (gluon)
BUT discriminative for DARK JETS (rinv = 0)  due to multiplicities

 

A
U

A
U

A
U
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Jet substructure: ECFs ratios 
DISTRIBUTIONS

A
U

A
U

ECFs ratios:
Probe higher order radiation from LO substructure: 
for SVJτ ~ QCD (for dark jets even less prongy)

A
U
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Jet substructure: EFPs 
DISTRIBUTIONS

For dark jets there is a possible discriminative power BUT washed out from rinv  (difficult 
discrimination wrt u/d/g QCD)

d = 3 EFPs examples (spanned larger number)
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tagging taus(h) @ the LHC
CHALLENGES

Main tau-tagging ingredients:

➔ Calo isolation and shape variables

➔ Charged tracks isolation

➔ IPt, decay length, invariant mass

Main handles:

➔ Very collimated sprays of particles

➔ Low multiplicity (one/three prongs)

➔ Hadronic/EM energy deposition

Tau ID: ATLAS
Tau ID: CMS (CMS-PAS-TAU-16-002)

(arXiv:1512.05955)
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1512.05955


Experimental challenge of SVJτ 

CHALLENGES

➔ Calo isolation and track isolation are
not powerful in case tau are  produced inside the jet

Limitations for tau(h):

Current algos for tau(h) tagging are    
expected to have poor performance
Since tau will be non-isolated and soft 

Planned to test current algorithms for 
tau tagging on signal samples to test their 

performance 
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Conclusions 
CHALLENGES

Experimental side

Theory side

34

➔ Provided benchmark models for different dark quarks production modes
   allowing DM bound states decays to leptons 

➔ Some preliminary studies on non-resonant model: very flexible & allows to study 
            new signatures as SVJ enriched with taus 

➔ SVJτ provide a very challenging signature characterized by non-pair produced 
non-isolated soft leptons  

➔ Standard jss variables seem not to provide evident discrimination for rinv  > 0: 
probably this is a good starting point to go beyond conventional jss

➔ Standard algorithms for tau tagging are not expected to perform well for this
signature … need to investigate performances & developments



Outlooks 
CHALLENGES

➔ Application of usual tau tagging  algorithms to signal (in Delphes or using full reco)

➔ (Develop search strategy for this signal and estimate sensitivity) 

➔ Explore the possibility to develop a tagger for SVJτ  

Experimental side

Theory side

➔ Analysis of current constraints
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➔ What about taus-only regime (+ invisible DM) ?

➔ Can the model be improved?

➔ Does the model have any interesting properties (anomalies, DM…)?



ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION
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What about lower Z’ masses?
DISCUSSION

?Theory/pheno input needed:
Are lower Z’ masses still unconstrained? 
Are lower Z’ masses theoretically interesting?

If the answer to these questions is yes…
…then we have some fun experimental tools we can use!

Triggers used for s-channel dark showers so far: 
Hadronic triggers with high thresholds

37



Why can’t we go lower in Z’ mass? Triggers
Target masses: 500 GeV - 1.5 TeV (below: boosted regime)

Other interesting ways: substructure triggers, anomaly detection

Data parking / delayed stream

Partial event building

Data scouting / trigger-level analysis

Save data now, reconstruct it later: Only save tiny physics objects (e.g. jets) already 
reconstructed by the trigger…

…complemented by raw data in selected regions (e.g. behind 
the leading jet)

CMS name ATLAS name

DISCUSSION
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Dedicated triggers for lepton+jets?

● Issue: very few signal leptons are isolated 
○ → electron and tau Level-1 seeds would have to be hadronic or 

MET in any case (isolation is required at least in the lowest 
unprescaled L1 electron and tau triggers) 

○ Still, could potentially think of dedicated muon triggers as there 
are non-isolated muon L1 and HLTs?

● Could also implement a new kind of isolation or lepton-in-fat-jet (see 
e.g. https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.12679)  at HLT, but needs dedicated 
people / studies and Run-3 data is more or less here… 

DISCUSSION
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.12679


Data parking / delayed stream

● Pros: 
○ Allows for lower thresholds 

→ lower Z’ masses (order 
of 100-200 GeV) with no 
changes in analysis strategy

○ There are already datasets 
from Run-1 and Run-2

● Cons:
○ For Run-3, it may be a while 

before we can get our 
hands on new data

Save data now, reconstruct it later (at the end of the LHC run)

This allows to activate lower thresholds → gain full 
integrated luminosity for lower Z’ masses

Example of Run-1 delayed stream from ATLAS

gain

DISCUSSION
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Data Scouting / Trigger-Level Analysis
● Pros: 

○ Lots of statistics → if the signal is 
narrow enough for the background 
estimation to be suitable, one can 
reinterpret the search and target the 
non-excluded parameter space

● Cons:
○ Not very good for future discovery → 

in dijets, we won’t know if there is a 
lepton in the jet / in dimuons, we won’t 
know if the lepton is in the jet!

Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 131802 (2020)

Only save physics 
objects 
reconstructed by the 
trigger (discard the 
rest of the event && 
the raw data)

DISCUSSION
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Partial Event Building (relatively new)
● Pros: 

○ Can look for leptons of any pT within 
the jet, given the right reconstruction 
algorithms…(lots of work needed)

■ Can also look for many other 
things within the jet at a later 
stage! 

○ Can combine with delayed stream if 
resources aren’t sufficient to 
reconstruct right away

● Cons:
○ The event size is not as small as 

scouting / TLA → gain in mass range is 
not as much 

Save physics objects reconstructed by the trigger 
and keep the raw data behind some of them

DISCUSSION
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What to do next for lower Z’ masses

● Keep studying the signal and the background
○ Are there “easy” Run-3 trigger opportunities for 

lepton-enriched dark showers for Z’ below the TeV? 

● Constrain the parameter space using existing searches (and 
measurements)

● Make a case for alternative workflows so we can save the data 
containing potential below-TeV Z’s for further analysis

DISCUSSION
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